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Abstract—The purpose of this study is to recognize the
locations of the chords from sound data of recorded piano
performances. Previous methods have been unable to recognize
all the musical scales contained within a chord and to identify the
location of the chord. To identify the chord points, we adopted
two ideas. The first idea is that, in instances where multiple notes
of the same musical scale are present, if even one note reaches
the predetermined threshold, it is considered as representing
the respective scale. The second idea involves moderating the
determination of whether the threshold has been exceeded. To
validate the efficacy of the proposed method, piano performances
of scores containing chords were recorded, and the method’s
ability to identify chord locations from the recorded data was
assessed. The results demonstrated a notable improvement in
identifying chord points with the proposed method, achieving an
approximately 88% identification rate of musical notes, which is
significantly superior to the approximately 14% achieved by the
preceding method.

Keywords—Chord, Score Analysis, Video Analysis, Piano Les-
son.

I. Introduction
Piano practice is crucially centered around repetitive prac-

tice. Students, for instance, record their performances and,
through subsequent review, identify areas needing improve-
ment. They then engage in continual practice, making neces-
sary corrections based on these identified areas. Previous stud-
ies have proposed various methods to support piano lessons
[1]–[8].

In this study, we have been developing a system that enables
users to view a recorded piano performance from a specified
bar by selecting a bar within a piano score displayed on-screen.

In the system we are developing, it is necessary to syn-
chronize the visual onset of notes in the score with those
in the performance video. To synchronize the visual onset,
identification of the correspondence between notes in the
score and the auditory output in the recorded performance
is required. Wakiyama et al. have proposed a method for
identifying which measure in a musical score corresponds to
a played piano sound [9]. Piano performances encompass a

variety of techniques, including chords, which involve striking
two or more notes simultaneously using not only the fingers
but also the pedals. This method is capable of identifying the
musical scale of a note when only a single note is sounded
momentarily. However, it was unable to identify the musical
scale for sounds produced by striking two or more notes
simultaneously, such as chords. The objective of this study is
to recognize the scales of chords from recorded piano sounds.

In this paper, section II describes the previous method
and its associated challenges. The proposed method will be
explained in section III, and the validation of its efficacy and its
consideration will be described in section IV. Finally, section
V gives a summary of this study.

II. Previous Method

In this section, the preceding method for identifying mu-
sical scales is introduced, and the reasons for its inability to
recognize chords are elucidated.

A. The Previous Method for Identifying Musical Scales of
Piano Performances

The procedure utilized by the previous method to determine
which notes in the musical score correspond to the sounds of
the piano in the recorded performance is introduced herein.
This method consists of five steps.

1) Recognize musical notes from images of the scores using
OpenCV [10].

2) Retain the recognized notes as sequence data in chrono-
logical order.

3) Time-frequency analysis using Constant-Q Transform
(CQT) [11] for sound data of recorded piano perfor-
mance.

4) Extract notes one by one from the sequence data in step
2, and use the frequency corresponding to the musical
scale as a search key to search the results of step 3 in
chronological order.
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Figure 1. A score sample.

TABLE I
The order data converted.

No. Musical scale
1 F4 A3 F2
2 C3
3 F4 C4 A3
4 F4 A2 C5
5 F3
6 F4 C4 C5
.
.
.

.

.

.

5) If the value is searched in chronological order and
exceeds the threshold value, it is assumed that the
searched note is found, and the appearance timing of the
note in the performance data is recorded in a timestamp
list. Steps 4 and 5 are repeated until the last note in the
score is reached.

In step 1, the PDF or scanned music score is converted
to image data, and the notes and lines of the score are
recognized using recognition technology, specifically through
template matching. The musical scale of the recognized note
is identified by the position of the lines and the notes.

In step 2, the recognized musical scales are converted into
sequence data in order from the left. Figure 1 presents a piano
score sample, while Table I shows the sequence data converted
by recognizing the musical scale from the score in Figure 1.

In step 3, a CQT is performed on the sound of the recorded
piano performance. CQT is frequently utilized in the analysis
of musical signals. By using CQT, the strength of frequency
at each point of sound data can be obtained as a value. Figure
2 illustrates the result of applying the CQT of the music data
of a certain performance.

Each musical scale is determined by frequency, and the
horizontal axis of this table represents the music scale. The
vertical axis indicates time and progresses downward.

In step 4, based on the converted ordinal data, each item is
extracted in order and used as a search key. In the case of the
table in Table I, the search is performed in order starting with
No. 1. When No. 1 is selected, three scales, F4, A3, and F2,
are subjected to the search. The search examines the frequency
portion corresponding to the musical scale in chronological
order for the values of the angular frequency band obtained
by CQT.

Figure 2. An example of CQT result.

TABLE II
A example timestamp list.

No. Musical scale Time
1-1 F4 A3 F2 8.500
1-2 C3 8.830
1-3 F4 C4 A3 9.200
1-4 F4 A2 C5 9.960
1-5 F3 10.310
1-6 F4 C4 C5 10.690
2-1 A#2 D5 F4 11.490
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

In step 5, if the search identifies a point that exceeds the set
threshold, it is assumed that that musical scale was sounded at
that time. Then, the appearance timing of the note is recorded
in a timestamp list. Table II is an example of a timestamp
list. The number to the left of the No. is the bar number in
the musical score, and the number to the right indicates the
sequence in which the notes appear within that bar. The times
in the table represent the times when it is assumed that the
musical scale was pressed because the threshold was exceeded.

If the search process does not find the point that exceeds
the set threshold within a certain amount of time, the musical
scale of the next item is searched.

B. Some Problems of The Previous Method
Previous methods were unable to discern the timing of lower

octave key presses when scales of identical types were played
simultaneously. A chord is the sounding of multiple scales
by striking two or more notes. In Figure 1, the initial note
comprises three distinct notes: F4, A3, and F2. In this case,
the key press timing for F2 could not be ascertained using the
previous methods.

III. Proposed Method
In order to detect chords from the sound of recorded piano

performance, two ideas are introduced.
The first idea is that if multiple notes within a chord share

the same musical scale, and at least one of them surpasses a
predefined threshold, all notes of that particular musical scale
are deemed to have been pressed. For example, consider a
scenario where F4 and F3, which share the same musical scale,
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TABLE III
Recognition rate of the proposed method and previous methods.

Proposed method Previous method
Threshold 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 1.0
Chord only 29.55 63.64 88.64 0.00 11.36
ALL note 27.94 60.29 88.24 0.00 14.71

occur simultaneously in a score. If F4 exceeds the threshold,
F3 is also considered to have been pressed, regardless of its
actual value.

A second idea is to relax the determination of the threshold.
Initially, a search is conducted for three scales. If this search
is unfruitful, the number of scales is reduced to two, and
subsequently to one if the search still yields no results. If the
scale is not found in this way, the quantity of musical scales
subjected to the search is reduced by one by one.

IV. Confirmation Of Extraction
In this section, the efficacy of the proposed method is sub-

stantiated through a structured experimental approach, aimed
at ascertaining the capability of detecting chord points within
the musical data of chord scores played on the piano.

A. Experimental Setup
To validate the efficacy, a comparative analysis between

the note identification rates of the proposed method and the
preceding method is conducted. The musical score used in
this experiment contains not only singular notes but also
chords [12], with performers utilizing pedals to actuate the
keys during play The recognition of a note is determined by
comparing the manually pre-verified start time of each measure
with the adjudication time of each measure, as recognized by
the system Both the proposed method and the previous method
require a threshold setting as a parameter. The threshold of the
previous method is designated at 1.0, whereas the proposed
method is subjected to four threshold patterns: 1.0, 1.5, 2.0,
and 2.5. The search timeout time was set to 2.6, correlating
to the time span of one bar from the song.

B. Result
Table III shows the results of recognition rates for piano

performances of musical scores containing chords. The pro-
posed method achieved the highest note recognition rate at
a threshold of 2.0. In addition, the recognition rate of the
previous method was lower than that of the proposed method
even when utilizing the same threshold.

In piano performances that incorporate chords, it was deter-
mined to be effective to assume a chord is identified when one
or more of the notes sought are found. It was also observed
that contingent upon the threshold, the position of the musical
note might not be accurately recognized.

V. Conclusion
This study aimed to recognize chord points from the sound

data of recorded piano performances. Previous methods were

unable to recognize all scales within a chord, nor could they
identify the point of the chord. To identify the chord points,
we adopted two ideas. The first idea is that, when multiple
notes of the same musical scale are present, if at least one
reaches the threshold, it is considered as the same note. The
second idea involves moderating the determination of whether
the threshold has been exceeded. To validate the effectiveness,
a piano performance of a musical score containing chords was
recorded, and it was confirmed whether the proposed method
could identify chord locations from the recorded data. As a
result, the proposed method was able to identify chord points
more effectively than the previous method. Future work will
involve experimenting with other songs.
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